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Directors, Zoe and Laura

Who we are
Zebedee is a specialist talent agency created
to increase the representation of people who
have until now been excluded in the media,
including people with disabilities or alternative
appearances and trans/non binary.
Established in 2017, Zebedee looks after over 500 models
and actors worldwide with a variety of needs.
Laura and Zoe, Zebedee co-founders (and sister in laws!) are
no strangers to working with underrepresented groups and
the media. Laura is a qualified social worker, and Zoe is a
model and qualified performing arts teacher for people with
disabilities.
“We were talking about opportunities (or lack of) for disabled
people in the media… and it was just a lightbulb moment
of - if no one is out representing people with disabilities or
differences, then why don’t we do it?!”

Why we do it
Fashion, advertising, and other media industries are now
ensuring that their campaigns are more representative of
our diverse society. It is more commonplace to see plus size,
different ethnicities and different ages of people, but
there is still a long way to go.
“Disability is often left out of the diversity debate; we often
receive briefs looking for ‘diversity’, but with no mention of
disability, alternative appearances, or trans/non binary – and
we want to change this. We want it to be the norm that REAL
diverse media becomes commonplace.”
Alongside their work in successfully placing talent in paid
work opportunities, Zebedee has also built a real community.
They offer regular workshops, as well as running their own
catwalk shows and socials. These opportunities ensure that
their talent increase their confidence and skills, ensuring that
they can deliver on set.
Zebedee also campaign to raise awareness of the conditions
and differences of their talent.

Feedback
“We hope that the work of
Zebedee, our talent, and the
clients we work with, will impact on
the wider society – changing
attitudes and developing people’s
understanding of disability and
diversity. We are optimistic that
this will create a more caring
society, and a nicer place for
us all to live.”

“Zebedee have pretty much changed my life. I am proud
and honoured to be a part of this amazing team who are
like a family. They’ve grown and so have I. The experiences
I’ve had from being a part of Zebedee have been incredible,
literally making dreams come true. They have given me not
only a sense of belonging but also empowerment and a
better positive outlook on not only my body and looks but
my opportunities in the future. I’m so grateful to them for
signing me and making this journey possible.”
(Zebedee model)

“The team at Zebedee are a joy to work with. They are easily
contactable and always respond well to giving suggestions
to our briefs. We thoroughly enjoy meeting talent from
Zebedee at our castings and are always blown away by the
professionalism, inspiration, skills and personality they bring
to the room.”
(Casting Director)

Who we
represent
Zebedee represent tiny babies to older adults and full
families. We have offices in London, New York and Los
Angeles, and have supplied talent across the globe.
Our divisions include...

Disability
Wheelchair Users, Amputees/Limb difference, Down
Syndrome, Blind, Deaf, Cerebral Palsy, Dwarfism, Autism and
other hidden disabilities.

Alternative Appearances
Albinism, Alopecia, Mastectomy, Vitiligo, Trans/Non Binary
and Scars.
Our models have a variety of looks and styles to suit all
projects and concepts.

Who we
work with
Our models have already worked with all of these big brands
and many more.
They work across media, including magazine and print,
ecommerce and online, TV and cinema commercials, TV, film,
runway and theatre.
So whether you are a large or small brand or creative agency,
we are happy to help! We will work with you to help you
understand the needs of our models so that you can get the
best from them at castings or on set.

A bit
more info…
• We supply models, actors, dancers and
supporting artists/extras (DBS Checked).
• Age range 0 – 75.
• Male/female 50/50 mix.
• Variety of disabilities and alternative appearances.
• Models located across the UK, Europe and US.
• Experienced and professional model bookers
and service.

Why cast
diversely?

Tips for casting
and booking
disabled talent

It’s the right thing to do!

Most importantly – invite diverse talent to cast! You will reap the
benefits!

The public are now demanding more representative media.

See our models at the beginning or end of the casting or at less
busy periods.

Our talent have stories to tell! The story behind the talent is
increasingly important in the digital/social media
age. Ensure your campaign stands out from the crowd.

Allow parents in the room as they may be able to help with
communication.

It makes economic sense! The spending power of
disabled people is estimated at £249 billion per year in
the UK.

Book interpreters for deaf talent.

Provide as much information as you can before the casting.
Uncertainly can be anxiety provoking.

Ensure that your location is accessible for those with mobility issues
or offer an alternate location/self tape. Accessible toilets would be
great!
Imaginative play/scenarios can be tricky for some with a learning
disability. Please try to be clear and concise with instructions and
perhaps use props or music.
Allow a little extra time for our talent to process what is being
asked of them and get used to their surroundings.
Just ask us – there are no silly questions and we will be happy to
offer individualised advice around the varied needs of our talent.

Rates
1. Photographic and Runway
Adults:
£300 or $400 half day (3 hours or less)
£500 or $700 full day (more than 3 hours)
Children:
£225 or $300 half day (3 hours or less)
£350 or $500 full day (more than 3 hours)
Fitting: £50 or $75
Casting: £20 or $30

2. TV Commercials
Adults: £350 or $500 per day
Children: £180 or $250 per day
Chaperone: £90 or $120 per day
Recall/Wardrobe: £50 or $75
Please note usage and buyout will be negotiated on a case
by case basis dependant on territories, term and media.
Travel day charged at 50% of the day rate.
All above fees subject to plus 20% agent fee and VAT, and
travel/accommodation where appropriate.

3. TV, Film and Theatre
Negotiated on case by case basis.

Other services
Specialist casting solutions – please let us know if you would
like to cast a project – from £500
Chaperone service – from £100
Campaign shoot collaborations – are you looking to run a
visual awareness campaign? We can develop a concept and
produce a shoot – from £1000
Child Performance Licencing – Do you need someone to
help sort your child performance licences for under 16’s? We
can offer a full, speedy and professional service.
Brand PR collaborations - from £300

Terms & conditions

Provisional bookings

Bookings

Cancellations

1. A Zebedee booking form containing all the terms of the booking must be returned by the client before work commences.
2. Usage: Basic fees cover the right to use one image for one year from the date of the booking in the country of booking only, for the initial use.
3. Rates: a minimum booking of half day is required.
4. Overtime: Overtime rates apply to all bookings that run over the agreed duration.
5. Fittings: £50 is required for two hours maximum - after which an hourly rate will be charged.

14. It is up to the client to confirm a booking within 24 hours of the proposed job. If not confirmed within this time, and a definite booking is offered from elsewhere, we are within
our rights to accept the guaranteed booking.

15. (a) Within 1 working day of the starting time - the full fee is chargeable unless the same model is re-booked for another date(s) at time of cancellation.
(b) Within 2 working days of the starting time - half the fee will be chargeable unless the same model is re-booked for another date(s) at time of cancellation.
(c) If a booking is cancelled because of illness or another reason beyond Zebedee/ the models’ control, the model shall not be liable for cancellation charges.
16. Weather Permitting Bookings: At the first cancellation, a half-fee is charged unless the client fails to cancel in time to prevent the model’s attendance, when the full fee is
payable. At the second cancellation the full fee is charged.

Models Expenses

Fashion shows

6. Travel: Expenses are applicable to all bookings (as required).

17. Catwalk bookings give the right to allow photographers present to take photographs and videos of the show on the basis that all such material are for REPORTING PURPOSES

7. Overnight stays: If the model is required to work on consecutive days, an overnight stay in a hotel may be required, therefore covered by the client.

ONLY. It is the client’s responsibility to ensure that all photographers present are aware of this condition and abide by it. Any other usage must be negotiated at the time of the

8. Meals: Clients are responsible for models’ meals on all half day (+) bookings.

booking (as set out in 9).

Extra fees/ usage

Test photography

To be agreed at the time of the booking or before additional usage:

18. The photographer or client is not entitled to use test photography for commercial purposes unless specific arrangements have been made with Zebedee prior to

9. (a) Extra Usage: Extra fees are payable for the right to use the photographs for purposes other than the initial use (detailed in point 2).
(b) Outside of UK: Extra fees are payable for the right to use the photographs outside of the UK. The additional fees cover the right to use one image for one year from the date
of the booking, in the area agreed.
To be agreed after the time of booking:
10.(a) Extra Usage: It is the client’s responsibility to notify Zebedee if subsequent usage is required after the time of booking as per 9(a) above. Extra fees will then be negotiated.
(b) Outside of UK: It is the client’s responsibility to notify Zebedee if subsequent usage is required after the time of booking for any other area outside of the UK as
per 9(b) above. Extra fees will then be negotiated.

Invoices/Payments
11. Both agency fees and model fees will be invoiced and any other agreed expenses will be added where appropriate.
12. (a) Existing Clients - Payment is required within 30 days of the date of the invoice. The person booking the model will be invoiced and solely responsible for payment, unless
otherwise agreed at the time of the booking. No usage of the model’s image is allowed until payment is received in full. Please note that a 10% charge of the invoice total will
be added if the payment is not received within the 30 day period. A further 10% will be added for each 30 day period thereafter.
(b) New Clients - Payment is required within 7 days of the date of the invoice. The person booking the model will be invoiced and solely responsible for payment, unless

the test.

Copyright
19. The photographer/the client and anyone obtaining rights is not entitled to use any images for any usage beyond that agreed. The photographer/client agrees to restrict use and
exploitation of the copyright. If the client is not the photographer, the client is to draw all these terms and conditions to the attention of the photographer and obtain an
agreement to them before the shoot commences.

Insurance
20. The client is responsible for the model’s health and safety when the model is travelling, or providing services, in connection with the booking to the same extent as an employee
of the client. The client will maintain adequate insurance cover to underwrite its obligations to the model. Zebedee is not responsible if the model fails to attend
the booking. The client is advised to insure against losses which might result if the model does not keep a booking because of ill health or another reason.

Jurisdiction
21. All matters relating to the use of the model’s image, any other services supplied by the model, and all fees, must be negotiated and agreed by Zebedee. If the

otherwise agreed at the time of the booking. No usage of the model’s image is allowed until payment is received in full. Please note that a 10% charge of the invoice total will

client/photographer or any other person connected with them obtains the model’s signature on any document or the model’s purported verbal agreement to anything - this is

be added if the payment is not received within the 7 day period. A further 10% will be added for each 7 day period thereafter.

not binding unless it is agreed by Zebedee in writing.

13. Exclusion fees: It is the client’s responsibility to check whether conflicting work has been done. If a model advertises a product, he/ she is able to work for any competitor unless
an exclusion fee is negotiated.

Complaints
22. Any complaint regarding any of our models should be reported when the issue arises. *We reserve the right to negotiate within the structure of these terms & conditions.

We’d love to hear from you
For more information and booking enquiries, call or email us at
zebedeemanagement@gmail.com or fill out the contact form on our website
and we’ll be in touch.

London 0207 9938530 | New York City 646 202 9440 | Los Angeles 323 947 2135

zebedeemanagement.co.uk
VAT no. 310076846

